Optional Add-ons for the mathsquad homework program
Each of the following add-ons increase the benefits students could get out of the homework program, however they
also come at some cost. Known benefits and costs of each add-on are included.

Teacher documents who does their homework and who doesn’t
Possible approach:
• Download the teacher documentation sheet (mathsquad.org/all-files)
• Print out sheet on coloured paper so it is easily found
• While students are correcting their work go around and tick off students who have done their homework
and put an L next to students who have not done their homework.

Benefits:
Students are more likely to complete their homework if they know it is being documented.

Costs:
Time taken to prepare documentation sheet & time taken to document who does what, however can be done
easily while students are correcting.

Variations:
Instead of documenting every student every week, you could ask a random group of students to show you their
booklets on a weekly basis and check that all previously set sheets have been corrected.

Consequences for late/incomplete homework
Possible approach:
Date homework is due: If a student is present and has not completed their homework they are required to stay
back after class to unpack reasons why the homework was not completed and where necessary put a system in
place so that there is not an ongoing issue. Also agree upon a reasonable time for the homework to be completed
and when it will be submitted, and explain that if not submitted at this time a formal detention (either lunch time
or after school as appropriate) will be issued. Document the follow up due date and communicated consequence
somewhere easy to find, for example on your teacher documentation sheet. Offer to give students a new
sheet/booklet if required, as if they don’t have this there’s no chance of them completing the homework by the
following lesson.
Follow up due date: If homework is still not completed follow up with agreed upon consequence. If homework is
completed then the student stays back after class to correct their work (if not possible correction can occur at
another time, eg after school)
Contacting parents is a good idea if homework is not completed by the follow up date. A simple template is below:
Dear XX,
Unfortunately, XX has not completed this week’s homework sheet. The work was
due on XX and further support including giving him/her a new copy of the work and
time to make a start on the sheet. The work has still not been submitted. The follow
up consequence is now an after-school detention. This will take place on XX in room
XXX.
Homework is a weekly task requiring students to give their best effort on questions
covering a range of skills. Homework is due every XXX.
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
Kind regards,
XX

Benefits:
Having consistent and appropriate consequences is likely to increase students’ participation in the homework
program and also gives you an opportunity to re-iterate the importance of doing weekly homework (improve
retention and efficiency in which skills are recalled).

Costs:
Time taken to carry out consequences.

Variations:
If other teachers in the department have similar consequences for students then it might be possible to set up a
“google doc” where teachers can list students’ names and duration of detention allowing detentions to be run
centrally. Note however, that this approach means that you won’t be able to follow up with students regarding
the reasons behind them not submitting their homework and also not allow you to put systems in place that
support them in future.

Teacher corrects homework
Possible approach:
1. Print off solutions in a booklet for easy corrections.
2. Correct work, possibly using the below system to communicate level of correctness to students:
▪

If students get something correct give it a tick. If they get it incorrect circle the question
number, if they get it partially correct to put half a box around the number [

3. Keep the following points in mind as you mark specific questions
▪ To get full marks on question 1 both words and digits need to be used.
▪ Make sure that working is shown on any question that has a pencil (half marks if no
working shown)
▪ Possible options for working out for integer question is shown below

▪
▪
▪

To get full marks on Q18 and 19 the diagram must be used
To get full marks on Q24 an opposite operation must be shown
To get full marks on Q25 point A needs to be plotted as well giving the coordinates for
point B

Benefits:
Teachers can see what types of mistakes students are making and address these as a class. It also gives teachers
an opportunity to make comments on students’ skill work (often making a comment on the next week’s sheet is a
good strategy as that way they’ll see it when they need it).If using the review lesson (see below) correcting
students’ work will play a key role in helping decide what skill(s) to focus on during the review.
Costs:
Time taken (approx 45 minutes for 25 booklets each week)
Variations:
Reap the benefits of student marking and teacher marking by alternating (perhaps at random) between the two
approaches.

Teacher discusses solutions in detail while students are self-marking.
Possible approach:
The first few times that students mark their own homework go through the above correction tips in detail. Also
take the time to explain what the notation in Q26b is as often students skip this question, not because they don’t
know how to estimate angles, but just because they are baffled by the notation LABC≈
Benefits:
Likely to increase quality of student work and perhaps also the number of skills that students can access.
Costs:
Time taken out of a lesson

Differentiate homework
Possible approach:
While the easiest way to implement the Homework Program is to have students work on Foundation level
homework in Semester 1 and Core level homework in Semester 2, there is an option of having students “level up”
at their own pace, that is, once they can regularly carry out all the skills within their current level. The following
image shows how the Mathsquad Homework program can be broken into different levels.

What does each level entail?
• Foundation: Students do all they can on the foundation sheet (this level can be further modified for
students who can do less than 50% of skills by requesting that students do the times table questions on
the left-hand side of the first page of homework too).
• Building to Core: Students do every second question on the foundation sheet (doing even numbered
questions for even numbered sheets and odd numbered questions for odd numbered sheets, eg. Sheet 12
they would do questions 2, 4, 6, 8, .. etc and for Sheet 13 they’d do Q1, 3, 5, 7, etc). Students also
complete the 12 Core level questions on the left-hand side of the second page of the homework.
• Core: Students do all they can on the core sheet (this level can be further modified for students who can
do less than 50% of skills by requesting that students do the Foundation level questions on the left-hand
side of the first page of homework too).
• Core Plus: Students do every second core questions (in the same way as building to core) and also attempt
the Core Plus questions on the left-hand side of the second page of homework.
• Super Core: Students operate like they have done in Core Plus, though are required to do an additional
challenge question, perhaps taken from a past Australian Maths Competition Paper.
Benefits:
Students are motivated to learn by the “levelling up” and gamification nature of this approach. Differentiation is
done inclusively as all students are skill working through homework booklets that have the same structure.
Attention isn’t unnecessarily drawn to students working well ahead or behind the majority. Students are
completing work that is at an appropriately challenging level for them.
Costs:
Time taken to ensure students are working on the correct level. Extra time taken preparing and printing booklets.
Time taken to go through the solutions at multiple levels if marking as a class, though students can work
independently on a quiet task. For example, students can be given a collection of worded questions at the
beginning of the lesson and work on these independently when not correcting their homework. Once all
corrections are done students can share the strategies they used for solving the problems.

Use of Homework Helper and Awesomeness Tracker
Basically, the Homework Helper is a summary book that contains examples and information about how to do each
skill and the Awesomeness Tracker is made up of some sheets at the back of this book that give students space to
document their progress once they have their homework sheet corrected.
Possible approach:
1. Download the Homework Helper (www.mathsquad.org/all-files)
2. Print out Homework Helper
3. Print out one per student (recommend: printing in colour, on green A3 paper and folding into an A4
booklet)
4. Explain to students how the information within the booklet is structured and also that there is space in
towards the end for their own notes.
5. The Awesomeness tracker can be used once students have access to their corrected homework sheet.
They fill in the Awesomeness Tracker using a highlighter as shown in the example below. The
Awesomeness Tracker can be completed weekly or every few weeks by filling in data from multiple sheets
at one time.

Benefits:
Homework Helper: Being able to read information and apply information is a good skill for students to have. This
booklet gives students the opportunity to develop this skill. In addition to this, the booklet is likely to help
students build their skills in an efficient way.
In VCE students also have the opportunity to use a summary book and being provided with an exemplary
summary book and using the Homework Helper in Year 7 helps them transition towards being able to create their
own in the future.
Awesomeness Tracker: By using the Awesomeness Tracker students have access to a visual representation of
their progress and this acts as an excellent motivator for students to put effort into their learning. The visual
representation of what skills are known and what skills need work is also helpful for students and teachers and
becomes more valuable once multiple sheets have been recorded and patterns can be seen. Use of the
Awesomeness Tracker is also really valuable if there is a regular lesson where students are able to guide their own
learning as students can see where their gaps are and make informed choices as to what skill they wish to focus
on.
Costs:
While the Homework Helper is an excellent learning tool, it is not beneficial for students to develop a dependence
on this resource. Reason being, it is time consuming for students to continually look up information and it is much
more desirable for long term learning and future skill acquisition if they instead retrieve information from their
memories.
When it comes to assessments I would encourage students operating at approximately 80% or more to not use
the Homework Helper during assessments. Students working at the Core Plus level should not be using the
Homework Helper in assessments.
The cost of using the Awesomeness Tracker is that it does take time. I would also recommend not introducing the
Awesomeness Tracker until Book 1A is complete as students will learn how to use the Awesomeness Tracker more
easily if filling in more than one sheet at a time.

Introduce a regular review lesson
Possible approach:
While a number of skills covered within the homework sheet are likely to be covered in the upcoming topics,
there will be some skills which either won’t be covered or have been covered but, in general, students are still
have trouble with. A review lesson would involve the teacher allocating some period of time to addressing these
gaps in student knowledge, say 20 minutes on a weekly basis. During this time it is likely that the teacher would
cover some key examples and give students time for some focused practice. For examples and practice questions
aligning to each skill please refer to the skill development resources (www.mathsquad.org/skill-development).
Benefits:
Students have a much-needed additional opportunity to learn skills.
Costs:
Time taken out of regular program, students who already know the skill may become frustrated with the
repetition

Introduce assessments
Possible approach:
Use a formal assessment or select a sheet at random and have the students complete the sheet under test
conditions on a termly basis. More information on this in the assessment section
www.mathsquad.org/assessment
Benefits:
This will allow you to see exactly what students can do when working independently. Furthermore, this is likely to
motivate students to put effort into their learning (especially if they are getting assistance when completing their
homework see FAQ for more information on this). Completing formal assessments also allows teachers to track
progress, celebrate growth and possibly put measures in place for students who haven’t progressed
Costs:
Time taken away from regular program

